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Abstract
In this work we study a depth prediction problem where we provide a
narrow field of view depth image and a wide field of view RGB image
to a deep network tasked with predicting the depth for the entire RGB
image. We show that by providing a narrow field of view depth image,
we improve results for the area outside the provided depth compared
to an earlier approach only utilizing a single RGB image for depth
prediction. We also show that larger depth maps provide a greater
advantage than smaller ones and that the accuracy of the model decreases with the distance from the provided depth. Further, we investigate several architectures as well as study the effect of adding noise
and lowering the resolution of the provided depth image. Our results
show that models provided low resolution noisy data performs on par
with the models provided unaltered depth.
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Sammanfattning
I det här arbetet studerar vi ett djupapproximationsproblem där vi tillhandahåller en djupbild med smal synvinkel och en RGB-bild med
bred synvinkel till ett djupt nätverk med uppgift att förutsäga djupet
för hela RGB-bilden. Vi visar att genom att ge djupbilden till nätverket förbättras resultatet för området utanför det tillhandahållna djupet jämfört med en existerande metod som använder en RGB-bild för
att förutsäga djupet. Vi undersöker flera arkitekturer och storlekar på
djupbildssynfält och studerar effekten av att lägga till brus och sänka
upplösningen på djupbilden. Vi visar att större synfält för djupbilden
ger en större fördel och även att modellens noggrannhet minskar med
avståndet från det angivna djupet. Våra resultat visar också att modellerna som använde sig av det brusiga lågupplösta djupet presterade
på samma nivå som de modeller som använde sig av det omodifierade djupet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Micro Areal Vehicles (MAV)s flying in indoor environments may use
depth maps for SLAM and collision avoidance purposes. To obtain
depth maps, one may use approaches relying on either active and passive sensors. Active sensors may come in the form of LIDAR and
depth cameras. One example of a passive sensor is stereo RGB cameras together with correspondence matching. Another example is a
single RGB camera combined with depth map prediction, e.g. deep
learning. Given RGB images, deep learning for predicting depth from
monocular RGB images has been extensively investigated [7, 15, 13,
17, 16, 5, 1, 11, 4]. Several approaches successfully utilize a single RGB
image for depth predictions [5, 17, 13, 1, 11, 4]. These approaches function by learning priors over the sizes of objects. This however, suffers
from the fundamental problem of scale ambiguity. It is, for example,
possible that such a system may be tricked by objects of unusual sizes,
or a lack of features, causing large depth estimation errors. This may
be especially problematic for MAVs flying in indoor environments to
handle. However, using active sensor systems, measurements which
are not affected by featureless areas can be easily and relatively accurately obtained.
One option when it comes to active sensors is to use LIDAR with
some technique to complete the resulting sparse depth map. Ma and
Karaman [12] investigate completing sparse depth measurements, given
a RGB image using a deep learning approach. They obtain their sparse
depth maps by randomly sampling depth maps from RGBD datasets.
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An example of the source depth map and input sparse depth is given
in the 1st and 4th column respectively of fig. 1.1. Their approach
achieves very high accuracy, but drawbacks with LIDARs include that
they have moving parts and are expensive. Robots usually have one
preferred direction of motion. For the purpose of obstacle avoidance,
depth information in this direction is of higher importance compared
to depth information to the sides of this direction. Hence, we argue
that a depth perception system should ideally focus more of its perceptive resources in the preferred direction of motion, which we usually
call forward.
A simple type of fixed depth sensor consists of a sensor measuring
one point. A more complex fixed sensor is a depth camera. In this
work, we investigate the ability of deep neural networks to extend
depth maps or point measurements beyond the initial field of view to
match a wider field of view RGB image. Obtaining more information
regarding this ability can inform engineers wether to invest in wider
field of view depth cameras or if narrower field of view depth measurements combined with deep learning is a better option for a given
application. Given the expected increase in available computational
power, evaluating a neural network on every SLAM key-frame like
in [15] may be an alternative too, and cheaper than, using wide field
of view depth cameras. In this work, we opt to train our network
in a purely supervised fashion, which requires RGBD datasets. Ideally, we would have used a RGBD dataset with a field of view greater
than readily available depth cameras to be able to construct a system to
train our model, and then give as input a reduced area of the measured
depth. However, no such dataset of indoor environments is available.
We leave the creation of such a dataset to future works. Instead, we
use the readily available NYU Depth Dataset V2 [14] as a proxy. The
different sizes of depth maps considered are given in fig. 1.2. Models
trained on the different kinds of depth maps are labeled RGB(1 × 1)D,
RGB(10 × 10)D, RGB(50 × 50)D and RGB(100 × 100)D models, indicating the side length in pixels of the depth map provided as input.
When the depth map size is not of importance, unspecified or when
we are referring to several models using different depth map sizes, we
use the term "RGB(x × x)D model". We also investigate the ability of
a deep learning approach to utilize noisy low-resolution depth measurements. Noisy sensors may be more robust and cheaper than more
exact and complicated sensors, making them better suited to commer-
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cial deployments. Examples of noisy low resolution depth maps are
given in the second row of fig. 1.2. In this work, we label the low resolution noisy depth maps as "noisy depth maps".

Figure 1.1: Example of depth modalities. From left to right, 1: ground
truth depth map from which the other depth maps where derived,
2: narrow field of view depth, 3: noisy narrow field of view depth,
4: uniformly sampled depth (like Ma and Karaman [12]). In the 4th
image, the depth samples where enlarged in size to improve visibility.
The white border around the partial depth in the 2nd and 3rd image
where drawn for the convenience of the reader and was not provided
to the models.

Figure 1.2: Depth types considered in this work. The first row contains
the depth maps where a square of partial depth has been sampled from
the raw depth map in fig. 1.1. The second row contains depth maps of
the same size but with noisy and low-resolution depth. In the case of
the one-pixel square, it is only noisy. The image squares are 1, 10, 50
and 100 pixels wide and tall.
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Contribution

The goal of this work was to compare whether providing narrow field
of view depth is advantageous over not using it, when doing depth
predictions with neural networks, especially in the context of indoor
environments. We show that a deep learning system can utilize depth
information from a depth image covering part of an RGB image to
predict a depth map covering the entire RGB image. We compare
our RGB(x × x)D approach to the pure monocular RGB prediction approach proposed by [12], including evaluating in what circumstances
our approach is especially beneficial. We also aim to shed light upon
what might be considered trusted regions of depth depending on the
distance from the provided depth. We show that the error rate increases with the distance from the provided depth. We also investigate
at what distance from the provided depth RGB(x × x)D prediction is
advantageous compared to RGB prediction. Further we investigate the
effect of noisy measurements on the depth prediction accuracy. We do
not focus or recreating a realistic noise model, since it may be difficult
to accurately simulate such noise, and actual measurements are probably required. Finally, we also evaluate how different architectural
choices effect the performance, specifically skip connections.

Chapter 2
Related Work
In this chapter we discuss works related to our own. First, available
datasets are discussed. After that we discuss monocular depth prediction approaches and then sparse RGBD depth prediction. If a background regarding deep learning in general is desired, please refer to
available literature, for example [8].

2.1

Datasets

In [14], the NYU Depth Dataset V2 is presented. Example images
from the NYU Depth Dataset V2 is visible in fig. 2.1. The NYU Depth
Dataset V2 consists of 407,024 raw RGBD images captured using a
Kinect. The images are taken from 464 different indoor scenes in 3
different cities. Due to the large number of images and scenes, and
since it is in a indoor environment, it is well suited to our purpose.
Another dataset commonly used in depth prediction settings is the
KITTI Dataset [6]. The KITTI Dataset is a RGBD dataset collected from
a car in an urban landscape. The car was equipped with among other
sensors a Velodyne laser scanner and two high resolution RGB cameras. The depth form the LIDAR was registered with the RGB images
resulting in a sparse depth map.
Many depth prediction approaches utilize pre-training on RGB datasets
and image-net [3] in particular. Image net is a manually labeled RGB
image dataset consisting of 3.2 million images from one of 5247 categories.
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Figure 2.1: Image form the NYU Depth Dataset V2. The top image is
the source image used in fig. 1.2 and fig. 1.1
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Residual networks

A widely used network architecture is resnet [9], where several residual networks are presented with different number of layers. We will
from now on use the convention to call a network presented in [9]
with x layers resnetx. A residual network is built upon a sequence of
residual blocks, where each unit consists of several layers. An example
of a residual block is shown in fig. 2.2. The arrow on the right-hand
side represents a skip connection. Traditionally, neural network architectures are sequential, but with skip connections, shortcuts in this
structure are provided. In the case of [9], these skip connections are
implemented using summation. The example residual block in fig. 2.2
requires the input and output shape to be the same between consecutive residual blocks. To change the size, we may utilize a projection
skip connection instead of the identity skip connection. The projection
skip connection is implemented as a convolutional layer without any
non-linearity.

Figure 2.2: A residual block consisting of 2 layers. Copied from [9]

8
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RGB based depth prediction

To the best of our knowledge, Eigen, Puhrsch, and Fergus [5] published 2014 was the first work to investigate the problem of monocular
depth predictions using deep learning. They utilize a multi scale approach building upon two separately trained, by today’s standards,
relatively shallow convolutional networks. Both networks are provided the full RGB image as input and both predict a global depth
map. The first network, the course-scale network, predicts a coursescale depth map and achieves a global receptive field using fully connected layers in the end. The other network, the refinement network,
utilizes the course-scale depth map alongside the input image and predicts a fine-grained depth map. This network has a low receptive
field by itself due to it being fully convolutional and using few layers, motivating the need for a course-scale network. They found that
by pre-training their convolutional layers in the course-scale network
on image-net [3], they were able to improve performance. In a follow
up work from 2015, [4] improve upon the architecture. They are able
to produce predictions of a higher resolution by adding a further refinement network and can increase accuracy by training the first two
models jointly. Further they increase the depth of each of their networks. 2016 Laina et al. [11] published a work where instead they
use a fully convolutional encoder-decoder architecture. In an encoderdecoder architecture the image is first fed to an encoder, producing a
high channel count, low resolution output tensor. This tensor is then
fed to the decoder part of the network which produces a final output image of high resolution, usually in the same order of resolution
as the input image. Their encoder is based on the well established
resnet 50[9] architecture, pretrained on imagenet[3]. In their work,
they evaluate several different up-sampling operators. These are deconvolutions (transposed convolutions), up-convolutions which utilize un-pooling followed by convolution, and a novel up-projection
layer, named for its similarity to the projection layers in [9] but here
implemented using up-convolutions. They find that the up-projection
units give the best performance, followed by the up-convolutional layers, even though the difference is not large. They also initialize their
weights by training on image-net. An example of their results is given
in fig. 2.3. The network architecture from [11] is later used by amongst
others [15] in their SLAM implementation utilizing monocular depth
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Figure 2.3: Example result from the NYU Depth Dataset V2 [14] with
the approach of [11]. From left to right, RGB image, depth prediction,
depth target.
predictions.

2.4

Conditioning on partial depth

Ma and Karaman [12] investigates single image monocular depth predictions given sparse depth measurements. An example of their result is found in figure fig. 2.4. The intended area of application for
their work is to create depth-maps from LIDAR data. During training,
depth pixels were randomly sampled from depth ground truth provided by KITTI and NYU Depth v2. The architecture they use is based
on [11]. They show that their method significantly outperforms pure
RGB based depth prediction and other RGB-d fusion techniques. They
train networks with both resnet18 and resnet50 pretrained encoders.
Their decoder uses up-projection layers from [11]. The output depth
image was predicted at half original resolution and then up sampled
using bilinear interpolation. When training monocular depth prediction approaches such as [11, 5, 4] the training data consists of RGB
images and the features of the corresponding depth images. In [12]
a 4th channel in the input beyond RGB with points sampled from a
corresponding depth map is concatenated to the feature. Existing pretrained residual networks are trained with 3 channels input and must
hence be modified to utilize the fourth channel. [12] replace the first
convolution layer in the pretrained resnet with a randomly initialized
convolution layer accepting 4 channels.

10
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Figure 2.4: Example result from the NYU Depth Dataset V2 [14] with
the approach of [12]
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Skip connections between encoders and
decoders

The employment of skip connections between encoder and decoder
have been used in the context of depth prediction by [17, 10]. [17]
combine a convolutional encoder-decoder structure with skip connections and a multi scale loss like [5]. [10] use a residual encoder and a
deconvolutional decoder, connecting the encoder outputs of the residual blocks to layers of corresponding shape in the decoder, concluding that these connections facilitate fine detail depth maps. Both approaches used skip connections implemented through feature map concatenation.

2.6

Loss functions

For depth predictions, L1 , L2 and the reverse Hauber B loss have been
used, where the reverse Hauber loss is essentially a combination of the
two. Let ŷ be a depth prediction matrix and y the depth target matrix,
and n the number of pixels in the image. The mentioned loss functions
are given as

L1 (ŷ − y) =

1 X
|yi − ŷi |
n
i∈[1,n]

L2 (ŷ − y) =

1 X
|yi − ŷi |2
n
i∈[1,n]

B(ŷ − y) =

where f (yi ) =

1 X
f (yi )
n
i∈[1,n]
(
|ŷi − yi |
|ŷi − yi | ≤ c
(ŷi −yi )2 +c2
2c

|ŷi − yi | > c

The B loss can be thought of as a globally continuous function
equaling the L1 loss when the error is below the threshold c and a
quadratic function, similar to the L2 loss when the error is above c.
Laina et al. [11] determine c by setting it to c = 51 maxi∈[1,n] (|ŷi − yi |)
where the indexing is over images in the minibatch, as opposed to pixels in the image earlier. [11] experiment with using both the standard
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L2 loss as well as the reverse Hauber B loss. They found that using
B gave a lower final L2 loss than using the L2 loss directly. Ma and
Karaman [12] further investigated using the L1 loss and found that
it gave slightly lower L2 loss on the pure RGB prediction with their
architecture.

Chapter 3
Methods
In this chapter, we present the models we evaluate. First we discuss
the dataset used, then the architecture of the network, followed by the
training procedure.

3.1

NYU Depth Dataset V2

Since it aligns with our goal of indoor depth prediction and has a relatively large size, we have trained our model on the NYU Depth Dataset
V2 [14]. Its wide use also provides for good comparability with previous works. For splitting the data into training and testing sets, we use
the official NYU Depth Dataset V2 split, where 249 scenes are used for
training and 215 for testing. For our test set we use a smaller sub sample of 654 test images from the 215 test scenes for benchmarking purposes, specifically we use the semantically labeled images. For training, we subsample the dataset like [12], sampling the video sequence
spatially evenly. This results in a final dataset of approximately 48k
depth, RGB image pairs.

3.2

Network Architectures

The network architecture used is based on [12]. An illustration of
the architecture is presented in fig. 3.1. The motivation for basing
our architecture on [12] is the relative similarity of the tasks in this
work, as well as the wide use of the underlying architecture by [11]
in depth prediction tasks. Like [12], we replace the first convolutional
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convolutional layer with stride x (stride 1 if x is not present) and spatial shape y × y, BN a batch normalization
layer and M axpoolyx max pooling with stride x and kernel size y × y. The deconvolutional layers all used kernel
size 3, stride 1, padding 1 and output padding 1. An illustration of the effect of these different parameters is
provided in fig. 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Deconvolution layers with different parameters where applied to the single channel feature map X. ks = kernel shape, s = stride,
p = padding, op = output padding. The parameter configuration used
in this work for all deconvolution layers is the same as the one used
in the rightmost image. Note the asymmetric effect of output padding
between the two bottom images.
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layer with a randomly initialized one when depth information is part
of the input feature. When no depth information is provided, we
use the weights from the pretrained resnet50 model. In the decoder
part of the network, [12] utilize up-projection layers which showed
small performance enhancements compared to deconvolutional layers. These layers are much slower to evaluate compared to using deconvolutional layers, a potential cause being that they contain more
parameters. Hence, we decided to use deconvolutional layers in our
decoder. Due to the minor improvements observed by Ma and Karaman [12] using the deconvolutional layers we argue that this is not a
significant limitation. Our decoder has the same structure as Ma and
Karaman [12], and consists of 4 deconvolutional layers.
Given the recent use of skip connections by [17, 10] to achieve better
quality depth measurements, it asks the question of what kind of benefit they might provide in the current context, especially considering
that it might be hard for the network to directly forward information
about the measured depth information to the decoder when using a
already pre-trained network, since it is not optimized for use of depth
features. Because of this, we experiment with the use of skip connections between encoder and decoder. To enable the implementation of
skip connections, it is required that feature maps in the encoder and
decoder have the same spatial shapes. To ensure this, the input and
output shape was center cropped to 256 × 192 pixels. This input size
was used for all networks in this work, including ones with only RGB
input. The encoder networks used where like Ma and Karaman [12]
resnet 18 and resnet 50. Each of these networks consists of 4 groups of
residual blocks. In the cases networks where trained with skip connections, these where added between corresponding layers in the encoder
and decoder in the same fashion as [10]. Earlier results in the context of
depth predictions implement their skip connections between encoder
and decoder using concatenation as stated earlier. Another option is
to implement the skip connections through summation. In earlier approaches for Monocular Depth prediction utilizing skip connections
[17, 10], the feature maps between which there were skip connections
had the same number of channels and the same spatial dimensions.
This allows for direct summation of the feature maps. In the current
architecture, feature maps with the same spatial dimensions have different number of channels. To solve this issue, one option is to reduce
the number of channels using projections like in [9]. Another option,
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which we implement in this work, is to implement skip connections
by summing the first n feature maps of the encoder with the total n
feature maps of the decoder.

3.3
3.3.1

Training procedure
Optimization

Since our network is based on [12], it is natural to use a similar training
procedure, however changes in our model has led to longer training
times being required. [12] trained for 20 epochs with a batch size of
16 using SGD with an initial learning rate of 0.01, reduced by 20%
every 5 epochs. They used a momentum of 0.9. During initial experimentation, it was noticed that the networks with skip connections
would often require longer time to converge than 20 epochs as used by
[12]. Hence, we increase this number to 30 epochs for both RGB and
RGB(x × x)D models. [11] use a similar optimization approach to [12]
with the difference that they reduce learning rate every 6th-8th epoch
depending on when they observe that the validation error has stopped
decreasing. In this work, we use the learning rate and momentum parameters from [12] with the learning rate lowering approach of [11].
We save the model from the epoch with the lowest RMSE. Like [12],
we use the L1 for the gradient decent and apply a weight decay of
0.0004 to all biases and kernels.

3.3.2

Data transformations

The feature consists of a 4-channel image, where the first three channels contain the RGB image and the last channel consists of a narrow
field of view depth image obtained by cutting out a rectangular area,
always in the middle of the measured depth map. In practice this is
achieved by setting values outside of the rectangle to zero. Another
option would have been to fill the entire 4th channel with the narrow
field of view depth, however, this configuration does not take into consideration the local nature of convolutional networks and was hence
not investigated further. The target in the case of the NYU Depth
Dataset V2 consisted of the entire measured depth. Examples of the
input and output data can be found in figs. 5.5 and 5.6.
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For data augmentation, Scale, Rotation, Color Normalization and
Flip transforms where applied to the training data in the same manner
as [12]. The ranges of the values used are given below.
• Scale: The color image is scaled with s ∈ [1, 1.5]. The depth image
is then divided by s
• Rotation: Color and depth images where rotated with a random
degree r ∈ [−5, 5]
• Color Normalization: RGB is normalized through mean subtraction and division by standard deviation.
• Flips: color and depths are both horizontally flipped with a 50
percent chance.
[2] found that the standard deviation of the error was proportional
to the depth. We evaluate the models under conditions of such pixelwise gaussian noise. Further the depth maps have been downscaled
to include less information.

Chapter 4
Experiments
As mentioned in section 3.1, we train the networks on the NYU Depth
V2 Dataset. During evaluation, the RGB network architecture by [12]
was used as a baseline, due to its wide use and success in a similar
domain as previously mentioned. For all architectures, versions with
and without depth where investigated. In this section we will present
the different parameters varied in our experiments, the metrics we use
to evaluate these, and our distance histogram.

4.1

Varied parameters

In the experiments, we evaluate the performance of the model while
varying 3 different parameters.
• The presence of skip connections.
• The provided depth map size.
• The presence of synthetic noise in the depth map.
The different depth map sizes considered are no depth, single pixel
depth, 10 px wide depth, 50 px wide depth and 100 px wide depth.
Illustrations of the different depth map sizes are illustrated in fig. 1.2,
except for the case where no depth is provided. The noise is generated
by first subsampling by dividing the image into 10 × 10 pixel squares.
For each such square, we call the mean depth in meters d. To calculate
the final noisy value for each square, we sample from N (d, d ∗ 0.05).
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As previously mentioned, in this work, we do not focus or recreating a realistic noise model. With the current approach however, we can
investigate whether the fidelity of the depth map is of any advantage
to the algorithm.
Two kinds of skip connections were also investigated in our initial experiments. These where summing the first n feature maps of
the encoder with the total n feature maps of the decoder, as well as
concatenation of all feature maps are investigated. The ones using the
summing skip connections are found to be of superior performance
and is hence used in the remaining experiments.
We train one network for each parameter configuration, giving a
total of 4 ∗ 2 ∗ 2 RGB(x × x)D networks as well as one rgb network with
skip connections and one without them, giving a total of 18 networks.

4.2

Metrics

The metrics we use to evaluate the depth predictions are the same as
those used in previous works [11, 12] for reasons of comparability. The
metrics are the following
• Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
• Root Mean Squared error (RMSE)
• mean absolut RELative error (REL)
• δi the precentage of predicted pixels where the relative error is
within a threshold,
o
o
n
n
card ŷi : max ŷyii , yŷii < 1.25i
δi =
card ({yi })
where ŷi is the prediction, yi the corresponding depth target and
card the cardinality function. We let i = 1 in this work.
To be able to compare our results with previous works in a fair
manner, we compute the error outside the provided depth, inside the
provided depth as well as for the entire image. As previously mentioned, one of the goals of this paper is to investigate at what distance from the provided depth the depth prediction can be considered
trusted. Hence, we focus on the delta metrics as well as the relative
error in our analysis of the results.
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Distance histogram

One key difference between this work and [12] is that there is a large
distance between the provided depth and RGB pixels near the edges
of the RGB image, whilst [12] has a small distance between provided
depth points. Hence, we investigate the error distribution at different
distances from the given depth. For this purpose, we create a distancebased histogram. We describe the creation of the distance histograms
below. The value v in distance bin i is given by.
px(i) = {k, j|(i − 1) ∗ w < d(k, j) <= i ∗ w}



vi = metric ∪im∈[1,n],k,j∈px(i) Ŷim [px(i)], Yim [px(i)]

(4.1)

Where Yim is the im th target depth map in the dataset, Ŷim corresponding prediction, px(i) the set of pixel indexes in bin i, n is the
number of images in the dataset, metric one of the metrics from above
and w is the bin width of the histogram. Described in other words, first
every corresponding pair of prediction and target depth for all images
of the NYU Depth V2 validation set is sorted based on their Euclidian
distance to the provided depth. Then, these pixel pairs are placed into
evenly spaced bins based on their distance from the measured depth.
After that, the metrics from above are computed for every such bin.
Note that RMSE and δi apply nonlinear operators outside the elementwise level, and hence the mean of these values in the metrichistogram is not equal to the corresponding mean metric of the entire
image, while this is the case for REL and MAE.

Chapter 5
Results
5.1

Metrics

We split the results into separate tables for the δ1 5.2, REL 5.1, RMSE 5.4
and MAE 5.3 metrics. The networks are in the same order in all these
tables. We note that in all cases, there is a significant improvement in
all the metrics outside of the provided depth compared with the same
metric for the entire image when no depth is provided. The RGB(50 ×
50)D networks are consistently slightly worse than the RGB(100×100)D
networks, while consistently better than the RGB(10 × 10)D networks.
The single pixel networks achieves similar metrics to the rgb only networks. All the networks utilizing 100×100 depth images get a δ1 ,outside
the provided depth, above 89%. No other networks achieve this accuracy. The differences between the different architectures and levels of
noise is small across different error metrics. This is also true for the
errors inside the provided depth.
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Table 5.1: The REL of the different models. REL in and out refer to the
REL inside the given depth and outside the given depth respectively.
depth type
none
none
single-pixel low-q
10 × 10 square low-q
50 × 50 square low-q
100 × 100 square low-q
single-pixel
10 × 10 square
50 × 50 square
100 × 100 square
single-pixel low-q
10 × 10 square low-q
50 × 50 square low-q
100 × 100 square low-q
single-pixel
10 × 10 square
50 × 50 square
100 × 100 square

skip type
none
sum
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum

REL
0.158
0.158
0.166
0.152
0.115
0.082
0.159
0.144
0.113
0.079
0.168
0.151
0.115
0.082
0.158
0.143
0.111
0.080

REL in REL out

0.128
0.067
0.045
0.039
0.111
0.045
0.033
0.026
0.127
0.062
0.044
0.036
0.110
0.046
0.026
0.022

0.168
0.152
0.118
0.093
0.162
0.144
0.117
0.092
0.170
0.151
0.119
0.093
0.161
0.143
0.115
0.094
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Table 5.2: The δ1 of the different models. δ1 in and out refer to the δ1
inside the given depth and outside the given depth respectively.
depth type
none
none
single-pixel noisy
10 × 10 square noisy
50 × 50 square noisy
100 × 100 square noisy
single-pixel
10 × 10 square
50 × 50 square
100 × 100 square
single-pixel noisy
10 × 10 square noisy
50 × 50 square noisy
100 × 100 square noisy
single-pixel
10 × 10 square
50 × 50 square
100 × 100 square

skip type
none
sum
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum

δ1
0.774
0.781
0.777
0.805
0.867
0.919
0.793
0.818
0.869
0.917
0.774
0.808
0.865
0.920
0.796
0.820
0.869
0.916

δ1 in

δ1 out

0.854
0.966
0.980
0.986
0.880
0.978
0.987
0.991
0.857
0.969
0.983
0.988
0.879
0.981
0.995
0.997

0.773
0.805
0.861
0.902
0.789
0.818
0.863
0.899
0.770
0.808
0.858
0.903
0.791
0.819
0.862
0.895
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Table 5.3: The MAE of the different models. MAE in and out refer to
the MAE inside the given depth and outside the given depth respectively.
depth type
none
none
single-pixel noisy
10 × 10 square noisy
50 × 50 square noisy
100 × 100 square noisy
single-pixel
10 × 10 square
50 × 50 square
100 × 100 square
single-pixel noisy
10 × 10 square noisy
50 × 50 square noisy
100 × 100 square noisy
single-pixel
10 × 10 square
50 × 50 square
100 × 100 square

skip type
none
sum
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum

MAE
0.431
0.425
0.430
0.402
0.315
0.226
0.415
0.384
0.305
0.212
0.433
0.395
0.318
0.223
0.412
0.380
0.304
0.219

MAE in MAE out

0.386
0.205
0.148
0.126
0.333
0.384
0.106
0.083
0.378
0.187
0.144
0.114
0.333
0.136
0.083
0.070

0.432
0.402
0.324
0.251
0.420
0.384
0.315
0.245
0.436
0.396
0.328
0.251
0.416
0.380
0.315
0.257
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Table 5.4: The RMSE of the different models. RMSE in and out reffer to the RMSE inside the given depth and outside the given depth
respectively.
depth type
none
none
single-pixel noisy
10 × 10 square noisy
50 × 50 square noisy
100 × 100 square noisy
single-pixel
10 × 10 square
50 × 50 square
100 × 100 square
single-pixel noisy
10 × 10 square noisy
50 × 50 square noisy
100 × 100 square noisy
single-pixel
10 × 10 square
50 × 50 square
100 × 100 square

skip type
none
sum
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum

RMSE
0.580
0.570
0.575
0.548
0.462
0.361
0.561
0.529
0.455
0.357
0.578
0.541
0.464
0.359
0.561
0.525
0.452
0.361

RMSE in RMSE out

0.468
0.229
0.206
0.189
0.421
0.164
0.156
0.137
0.457
0.212
0.199
0.176
0.420
0.156
0.115
0.097

0.578
0.548
0.471
0.390
0.566
0.530
0.465
0.392
0.582
0.542
0.473
0.389
0.566
0.526
0.463
0.401
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Distance Histograms

In figs. 5.1 and 5.2 we present the metric histograms for the models not
using skip connections. Figure 5.1 displays the results for models using the raw depth and fig. 5.2 for models using noisy depth. Because
the models using the skip connections do not provide any clear advantage over the ones that do not, we choose to only present results from
the models not using skip connections here. The corresponding figures
for the models using skip connections can be found in appendix A
As described in section 4.3 the distance histograms plot the different metric for all pixels at a certain distance from the provided depth.
All the metrics become worse the further away from the center image
it is. In table 5.5 we present the maximum differences between the
corresponding bins of distance histograms of two models using the
corresponding setup except changing depth quality. We note here that
the difference between the metrics when using raw and noisy depth
is small for all models. The maximum difference in REL is 0.02, for δ1
0.0267, for MAE 0.0698 and for RMSE 0.0546.
Table 5.5: The maximum absolute differences between the corresponding bins in the distance histograms for models using raw and noisy
depth respectively.
models
single-pixel
10 × 10
50 × 50
100 × 100

REL
0.0240
0.0183
0.0111
0.0129

δ1
0.0267
0.0175
0.0082
0.0186

MAE
0.0698
0.0503
0.0422
0.0432

RMSE
0.0534
0.0434
0.0518
0.0546

In figs. 5.1a and 5.2a the evaluation was conducted on RGB models.
Since no depth was provided, the histograms where calculated as if
there was a single pixel of depth provided in the center. Note that
figs. 5.1a and 5.2a show the same image for the readers reference.
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(a) no depth

(b) Single pixel depth

(c) 10 × 10 depth

(d) 50 × 50 depth

(e) 100 × 100 depth

Figure 5.1: Metrics-histograms for networks trained on NYU Depth V2
without any skip connections
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(a) no depth

(b) Single pixel noisy depth

(c) 10 × 10 noisy depth

(d) 50 × 50 noisy depth

(e) 100 × 100 noisy depth

Figure 5.2: Metrics-histograms for networks trained on NYU Depth V2
noisy depth using no skip connections, where noisy implies that the
depth was reduced to a lower resolution and that noise in the depth
measurements where added as described in section 3.3.2.
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Narrow field of view depth vs RGB

We here compare the relative performance of the different RGB(x×x)D
models to the RGB model using no skip connections. Because the
RGB(x × x)D models using the skip connections do not provide any
clear advantage over the ones that do not, we choose to only present
results from the models not using skip connections here. For completeness, corresponding images from models using the skip connections
can be found in appendix B. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 compares the ratio between the REL metric in RGB(x×x)D models and the RGB model. The
REL metric for the RGB(x × x)D models are calculated for pixels outside the given depth. The first column of the figs. show the ratio for
the models with noisy depth and the second column the models with
raw depth. When comparing the plots, we observe that the larger the
size of the input depth, the more cases where the RGB(x × x)D models provides an advantage compared to the RGB models. We also note
that the number of cases where the RGB(x×x)D models is beneficial is
similar when noisy and raw depth was used for the same depth size.
Due to the good performance of the RGB(100 × 100)D models, and
the fact that the noisy version of it has similar performance to the nonnoisy version, we present success cases for this model in fig. 5.5 and
failure cases in fig. 5.6. Corresponding images for the other models
can be found in appendix B. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 contain 10 rows of
images and 5 columns of images. From left to right, the columns
show the input RGB image, input depth image, ground truth depth,
RGB(100 × 100)D depth and RGB depth. The white square indicates
the area where ground truth depth is provided. The images in fig. 5.5
are the 10 left most images from the error distribution in fig. 5.4c and
the images in fig. 5.6 are the 10 right most images from the error distribution in fig. 5.4c.
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(a) Noisy RGB(1 × 1)D

(b) RGB(1 × 1)D

(c) Noisy RGB(10 × 10)D

(d) RGB(10 × 10)D
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Figure 5.3: Error distributions for RGB(1 × 1)D and RGB(10 × 10)D
models using raw and noisy depth.
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(a) Noisy RGB(50 × 50)D

(b) RGB(50 × 50)D

(c) Noisy RGB(100 × 100)D

(d) RGB(100 × 100)D

Figure 5.4: Error distributions for RGB(50×50)D and RGB(100×100)D
models using raw and noisy depth.
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Figure 5.5: Success cases for RGB(100 × 100)D model with noisy depth
compared to the RGB model. The images are the 10 left most images
from the error distribution in fig. 5.4c
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Figure 5.6: Failure cases for RGB(100 × 100)D model with noisy depth
compared to the RGB model. The images are the 10 right most images
from the error distribution in fig. 5.4c
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Discussion
Noisy depth as good as raw depth

As mentioned in section 5.2, the benefit of using using raw depth maps
over noisy depth maps was very small. The metric histograms in
figs. 5.1 and 5.2 shows that for a given distance to the center depth, all
the RGB(x×x)D models performed better than the RGB model. This is
especially evident considering the delta metric. Given the lower performance of the RGB(1 × 1)D and RGB(10 × 10)D models compared
to the RGB(50 × 50)D and RGB(100 × 100)D models as observed in
tables 5.1 to 5.4 however, one can not necessarily draw the conclusion
that it is enough to obtain scale information from the depth to improve
the predictions considerably using this model. At the least however,
the similarity in results between the noisy and raw models shows that
the model does not require high quality depth measurements to be
successful, even though the precise distributions for which the model
may remain successful is left undetermined. Since the encoder network was pre-trained, the features used in the skip connections where
initially optimized to work with RGB features. It is possible that the
RGBD training failed to modify the network weights such that optimal
features from the raw depth map was passed to the decoder.

5.4.2

The benefit of dense depth maps

In figs. 5.1 and 5.2 we observe that the RGB(50 × 50)D and RGB(100 ×
100)D models have considerably better metrics values within 40 pixels of the given depth. This indicates that the depth maps covering a
larger area of the image gives the model some benefit when extrapolating information outside of the known region. It is possible that
depth maps covering larger areas helps in identifying the gradient of
surfaces, which can then be extrapolated. On the other hand, the increased accuracy might be similar if we had used a sparse depth map,
like in [12], with samples from the same area. We leave investigations
of this matter to future work.
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Performance comparison of RGB(x × x)D and
RGB model

As shown in tables 5.1 to 5.4, the RGB(x × x)D networks preform significantly better than the RGB networks, comparing outside the provided depth for the RGB(x × x)D models. This is further underlined
by the fact that fig. 5.1a indicates increasing difficulty of depth prediction close to the edges of the image, hence making the comparison
somewhat unfavorable to the RGB(x × x)D models since we are comparing with the metrics for the entire image for the RGB model. In
the metrics histograms, all the metrics decay with increasing distance
from the provided depth. This corresponds to the natural assumption
that depth prediction becomes harder further away from measured
reference depth. Since our intuition was in line with these results,
it is natural to assume that this will hold for most network architectures. The hypothesis regarding the difficulty of the depth prediction
problem is further underlined by fig. 5.1a, which shows that the decreasing accuracy observed for the RGB(x × x)D models in figs. 5.1b
to 5.1e and figs. 5.2b to 5.2e is not only caused by depth predictions becoming more difficult further from the center, since the metrics of the
RGB(x × x)D models decay closer to the center compared to the RGB
model. Also, the curve in fig. 5.1a shows that the slightly better performance of the RGB(100 × 100)D and RGB(50 × 50)D models are not
due to it being easier to predict depth near the edges, which would be
indicated by curves improving near the edges. Further, fig. 5.1a show
that the decaying nature of the metrics in the distance histograms are
not due to spatial variations in depth prediction difficulty in the NYU
Depth Dataset V2.
The pure RGB model has a δ1 of 0.77, which is the error rate the best
RGB(x×x)D model has on average 80 pixels away from the depth. Using randomly sampled sparse depth measurements on the other hand,
Ma and Karaman [12] can achieve much lower error rates than in our
work. This can be explained by the trend in the metric histograms,
figs. 5.1 and 5.2, where the error negatively correlates with the distance
from provided ground truth, which is to be expected.
There might be several reasons causing the RGB(x × x)D networks
to perform worse for some images than the RGB network. One factor
is an unfortunate location of the provided depth. It is plausible that
if the narrow field of view depth image is located on a particularly
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unfortunate spot of the image. This may cause the depth network
to be tricked into observing the wrong scale. Also, the encoders are
pretrained for the task of RGB classification, potentially causing the
features to be more suitable for depth prediction based only on RGB.
Further, the first layer of the encoder had to be reset during training
to facilitate the additional input channel as done by [12] potentially
destroying some features.

5.4.4

Usability of RGB(x × x)D models compared to
RGB models

In figs. 5.3a to 5.4d, it is evident that for some images and models,
the added depth does not provide a significant advantage compared
to the RGB model but in some cases where the RGB model has quite
large relative error, it does provide a significant benefit. Importantly,
especially considering the 100 × 100 models, there are few cases where
the depth image is worse than the RGB model. This means that we
do not have to identify cases where this approach is beneficial, as it
will almost always provide a better depth approximation than using
pure RGB predictions and importantly sometimes avoid large errors.
In the success cases for the RGB(100 × 100)D model, given in fig. 5.5,
we note that the number of objects is noticeably lower and that they
contain larger featureless areas compared to the failure cases in fig. 5.6.
One interpretation is that the RGB model has misunderstood the scale
of the images in fig. 5.5. In fig. 5.6, where the RGB model is more
successful than the RGB(100 × 100)D model, a lot of features are often
present, however in some cases not.

5.4.5

Measuring distance from square instead of from
image center

In this work, we chose to analyze the error by grouping the pixels
based on the distance from the provided depth. This is a natural choice
given the hypothesis that depth closest to a pixel affects the ability of
prediction the most. However, this may be overly simplistic in that it
doesn’t consider that seeing certain objects or structures in the depth,
might enable the network to infer more information than just looking
at the closest pixel. Using a metric where the distance is calculated
from the center of the measured depth might take this effect better
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into account, however, the further we are from the provided depth,
the more similar the distance to the square will be to that of a circle,
reducing the influence of this possible effect, at least at a distance.

5.4.6

The effect of skip connections

Using the skip connections has a very small effect on the RMSE outside
of the given depth. Inside the provided depth there is some benefit in
RMSE when using the skip connections using the raw depth map. This
advantage diminishes when considering noisy depth maps. Hence, if
one wants to improve the depth map provided by some noisy sensor
the skip connections probably do not provide any additional advantage.

5.4.7

Repeatability

Since all the experiments where run just once, it is possible that the
results might change slightly if they were run again. However, the
differences in accuracy between networks using skip connections and
not was small, indicating that this would also be the case running the
training procedures for the networks again.

Chapter 6
Summary
6.1

Conclusion

We have shown that by providing a narrow field of view depth image
to a depth prediction network, we get a depth prediction outside of the
provided depth that is of higher accuracy than for images produced by
pure monocular depth prediction approaches. The benefit of providing measured depth to the current approach drops of with distance to
the current depth. We also found that there is no significant drawback
of providing the RGB(x × x)D models with noisy depth as opposed
to non-noisy depth. Utilizing skip connections between encoder and
decoder using the current architectural approach doesn’t provide any
benefits. We have also found that the depth accuracy is higher close
to the provided depth map when providing larger depth maps to the
model.

6.2

Future work

As mentioned in section 5.4.1, we did not notice any performance
penalty when using the noisy depth map. Obviously, this may be
highly dependent on the exact characteristics of the noise and the depth
resolution. When increasing noise levels, at some point, very little information will be available to the model. We leave it for future work to
investigate what kinds of noise characteristics the model may handle
gracefully and what noise characteristics the model is not able to handle. Considering noise characteristics likely to be generated by simple
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and cheap depth sensors may be especially relevant.
In sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.3, we noted issues related to pre-training
of the RGB(x × x)D model. To alleviate this problem, larger RGBD
datasets, or unsupervised approaches like [10] or [17] may be employed, since using an unsupervised approach gives access to much
more data than what is otherwise available, and hence removing the
need for pre-training.
The same or similar architectures used in this work have been used
in several recent works as mentioned in chapter 2. However, the conclusions from this work may change when using a different architecture. Note that we in section 5.4.3 argue that for other architectures it
is likely that the metrics will still decay with increasing distance to the
provided depth. We leave investigations into how the results change
given other architectures to future work.

6.3

Sustainability, societal effects and ethics

The results from this work show that it might not be necessary to use
high quality sensors for the purpose of extrapolating depth information from them. This might enable cheaper sensors which can enable
less resource utilization per depth camera constructed if neural network evaluation hardware is already present on the given platform.
This is valuable information for engineers constructing depth cameras
and robotics systems. On the other hand, lower price may result in
increased consumption which can result in increased resource utilization. The ethical impact of this work is closely related to its potential
environmental and societal impact and the authors cannot see any ethical issues beyond that in this work.
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APPENDIX A. DISTANCE HISTOGRAMMS FOR MODELS USING
SKIP CONNECTIONS

(a) no depth

(b) Single pixel depth

(c) 10 × 10 depth

(d) 50 × 50 depth

(e) 100 × 100 depth

Figure A.1: Metrics-histograms for networks trained on NYU Depth
V2 with summing skip connections
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(a) no depth

(b) Single pixel noisy depth

(c) 10 × 10 noisy depth

(d) 50 × 50 depth

(e) 100 × 100 depth

Figure A.2: Metrics-histograms for networks trained on NYU Depth
V2 noisy depth using summing skip connections
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connections
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.1: Comparison of RGB model and noisy single pixel RGBD
model using noisy single pixel depth images and skip connections.
Figure B.1a contains the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.1b and B.1c visualizes the predictions on the images from both
ends of the above distribution.
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FOR MODELS USING SKIP CONNECTIONS

(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.2: Comparison of RGB model and noisy RGB(10×10)d model
using noisy depth images and no skip connections. Figure B.2a contains the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.2b and B.2c visualizes the predictions on the images from both ends of the above
distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.3: Comparison of RGB model and noisy RGB(50×50)d model
using noisy depth images and no skip connections. Figure B.3a contains the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.3b and B.3c visualizes the predictions on the images from both ends of the above
distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.4: Comparison of RGB model and noisy single pixel RGBD
model using single pixel depth images and no skip connections. Figure B.4a contains the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.4b
and B.4c visualizes the predictions on the images from both ends of
the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.5: Comparison of RGB model and rgb(10 × 10)d model using
no skip connections. Figure B.5a contains the error distribution over
the dataset. Figures B.5b and B.5c visualizes the predictions on the
images from both ends of the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.6: Comparison of RGB model and rgb(50 × 50)d model using
no skip connections. Figure B.6a contains the error distribution over
the dataset. Figures B.6b and B.6c visualizes the predictions on the
images from both ends of the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.7: Comparison of RGB model and rgb(100 × 100)d model
using no skip connections. Figure B.7a contains the error distribution
over the dataset. Figures B.7b and B.7c visualizes the predictions on
the images from both ends of the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.8: Comparison of RGB model and noisy single pixel RGBD
model using noisy single pixel depth images and skip connections.
Figure B.8a contains the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.8b and B.8c visualizes the predictions on the images from both
ends of the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.9: Comparison of RGB model and noisy RGB(10×10)d model
using noisy depth images and skip connections. Figure B.9a contains
the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.9b and B.9c visualizes
the predictions on the images from both ends of the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.10: Comparison of RGB model and noisy RGB(50 × 50)d
model using noisy depth images and skip connections. Figure B.10a
contains the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.10b
and B.10c visualizes the predictions on the images from both ends of
the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.11: Comparison of RGB model and noisy RGB(100 × 100)d
model using noisy depth images and skip connections. Figure B.11a
contains the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.11b
and B.11c visualizes the predictions on the images from both ends of
the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.12: Comparison of RGB model and noisy single pixel RGBD
model using single pixel depth images and skip connections. Figure B.12a contains the error distribution over the dataset. Figures B.12b
and B.12c visualizes the predictions on the images from both ends of
the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.13: Comparison of RGB model and rgb(10 × 10)d model using skip connections. Figure B.13a contains the error distribution over
the dataset. Figures B.13b and B.13c visualizes the predictions on the
images from both ends of the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.14: Comparison of RGB model and rgb(50 × 50)d model using skip connections. Figure B.14a contains the error distribution over
the dataset. Figures B.14b and B.14c visualizes the predictions on the
images from both ends of the above distribution.
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(a) Error distribution

(b) Depth worst

(c) Depth best

Figure B.15: Comparison of RGB model and rgb(100 × 100)d model
using skip connections. Figure B.15a contains the error distribution
over the dataset. Figures B.15b and B.15c visualizes the predictions on
the images from both ends of the above distribution.
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